Directions to our hotel near the centre of Munich
You may reach our hotel in the countryside yet very close to Munich quickly and easily with the train line
S1, the tramway no. 20, the subway U3 or by bus. If you arrive by aeroplane, our Hotel Moosbichl is about
30 minutes from your point of arrival.

Arriving by car
Arriving in our hotel near Munich by car is of course easily possible. Just take the exit Ludwigsfeld and
reach your destination after 200 more metres.

Our hotel is near Nymphenburg Palais in Munich
Though Hotel Moosbichl is in the countryside, it is very close to the city centre.
Easy access to the city centre by public transport helps you reach all places of interest in Munich, like the
Nymphenburg Palais, the Church of Our Lady, the Stachus and many others. Even the Theresienwiese
ground and its attractions - including the Oktoberfest - are within reach.
Hotel Moosbichl, easy to access by all means of transportation, is yet located in the countryside. All the
same whether you arrive by bus, train or car, your lodging is easily and quickly available.
The surroundings of the hotel are idyllic and invite to relax. The hotel's location is the perfect starting
point for walking, cycling or hiking in the Munich environs. The nice and quiet scenery of the Dachau
marshland can be explored right from the Hotel Moosbichl and invites to hiking.
In this recreation area you can walk or cycle far and enjoy the marvellous quietness of unspoilt nature right
in the outskirts of Munich. The well-known Nymphenburg Palais can be easily reached from Hotel
Moosbichl. There you can visit the famous palais or go for walks in its adjoining park and enjoy its nice
setting. Hotel Moosbichl is also well connected to Munich's centre. By public transport you can easily
access all places of interest in Munich and use your stay for a city tour.
Munich has to offer a lot in this regard, providing things for all tastes. Whether historical buildings and
churches, shopping streets, cafés and restaurants or the world of cars - Munich has the right thing for every
predilection. From Hotel Moosbichl you can easily access the city centre by public transport and dine in
the Bavarian tradition of the Hofbräuhaus. Of course, the famous Theresienwiese is also accessible by
public transport from the Hotel Moosbichl. There the famous Oktoberfest, called the 'Wiesn' by the locals,
takes place every year with its millions of visitors from all over the world.
Conveniently you can attend the spectacular, traditional Bavarian festivity and return to your Hotel
Moosbichl at the edge of Munich. After a thrilling time at the Oktoberfest, the quietness of Hotel

Moosbichl will do you even better. Hotel Moosbichl is perfectly suited for those who want to explore the
city with all its bustle yet seek rest and relaxation, on account of its perfect location close to all kinds of
transport to the city yet in the countryside where it is easily accessible.
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